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A B S T R A C T 

Pristine 183.6849 + 04.8619 (P1836849) is an extremely metal-poor ([Fe/H] = −3.3 ± 0.1) star on a prograde orbit confined 

to the Galactic disc. Such stars are rare and may have their origins in protogalactic fragments that formed the early Milky Way, 
in low-mass satellites accreted later, or forming in situ in the Galactic plane. Here, we present a chemo-dynamical analysis of 
the spectral features between 3700 −11 000 Å from a high-resolution spectrum taken during Science Verification of the new 

Gemini High-resolution Optical SpecTrograph. Spectral features for many chemical elements are analysed (Mg, Al, Si, Ca, Sc, 
Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni), and valuable upper limits are determined for others (C, Na, Sr, Ba). This main sequence star e xhibits sev eral 
rare chemical signatures, including (i) extremely low metallicity for a star in the Galactic disc, (ii) very low abundances of the 
light α-elements (Na, Mg, Si) compared to other metal-poor stars, and (iii) unusually large abundances of Cr and Mn, where 
[Cr, Mn/Fe] NLTE > + 0.5. A comparison to theoretical yields from supernova models suggests that two low-mass Population III 
objects (one 10 M � supernova and one 17 M � hypernova) can reproduce the abundance pattern well (reduced χ2 < 1). When 

this star is compared to other extremely metal-poor stars on quasi-circular, prograde planar orbits, differences in both chemistry 

and kinematics imply there is little evidence for a common origin. The unique chemistry of P1836849 is discussed in terms of 
the earliest stages in the formation of the Milky Way. 

Key words: instrumentation: spectrographs – stars: abundances – stars: kinematics and dynamics – stars: Population III –
Galaxy: evolution – Galaxy: formation. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

ow-metallicity stars are among the oldest stars in the Galaxy.
osmological simulations suggest that these pristine stars formed
ithin 2–3 Gyr after the Big Bang, preferentially in low-mass
rotogalactic systems (e.g. Starkenburg et al. 2017a ; El-Badry et al.
018 ; Sestito et al. 2021 ). As the Milky Way (MW) grows, these
rotogalactic systems contribute their stars, gas, and dark matter
ontents throughout the proto-MW, including some into planar orbits
hat will later form the disc (Santiste v an et al. 2021 ; Sestito et al.
021 ). Low-mass systems accreted later are expected to disperse
heir stars primarily into the halo (Bullock & Johnston 2005 ; Johnston
t al. 2008 ), though simulations show that they can also contribute
tars with nearly circular orbits on the Galactic disc (Abadi et al.
003 ; Scannapieco et al. 2011 ; Santiste v an et al. 2021 ; Sestito et al.
 E-mail: kvenn@uvic.ca 

e  

A  

o  

Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Socie
Commons Attribution License ( https:// creativecommons.org/ licenses/ by/ 4.0/ ), whi
021 ). Contributions to the disc are also possible from an in situ
omponent of stars formed from the deposited gas (Abadi et al.
003 ; Navarro et al. 2018 ; Yu et al. 2021 ), and even the chaotic
re-disc epochs when stars are born in irregular configurations (e.g.
elokuro v & Kravtso v 2022 , 2023 ). Some simulations suggest that

he transition from ‘bursty’ to ‘steady’ star formation occurs after a
table hot gaseous halo surrounds the MW progenitor, impacting
he gas accretion mechanisms, such that a coherent disc forms
ia dissipative accretion, i.e. when the angular momentum of the
ccreting gas is aligned with the forming galaxy disc (e.g. Sales
t al. 2012 ; Stern et al. 2021 ; Hafen et al. 2022 ). This later formation
eans that ‘steady’ star formation in the disc would occur from

re-enriched gas. 
Nev ertheless, some e xtremely metal-poor (EMP, [Fe/H] < −3)

tars have been found confined to the Galactic plane (e.g. Sestito
t al. 2019 , 2020 ; Venn et al. 2020 ; Cordoni et al. 2021 ; Fern ́andez-
lvar et al. 2021 ; Kielty et al. 2021 ). It is not clear if these stars
ccupy the extreme metal-poor extension of the thin disc or the high
© 2023 The Author(s). 
ty. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative 
ch permits unrestricted reuse, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 

provided the original work is properly cited. 
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1 We thank the Gemini Systems Verification team for this birthday gift for 
two out of the first three co-authors. 
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otating tail of hotter MW structures like the thick disc or the halo.
 comparison of EMP stars with planar orbits on prograde versus

etrograde orbits does show a net preference for prograde stars in 
oth observations (Sestito et al. 2020 ) and simulations (Santiste v an
t al. 2021 ; Sestito et al. 2021 ). If true, it could suggest an additional
ource of prograde EMP stars compared to retrograde stars, which 
re almost certainly accreted from protogalactic fragments and low- 
ass satellites during the early Galactic assembly. For example, 

t is possible that some quasi-circular prograde planar EMP stars 
ay have formed in situ at very early times in the formation of the
alactic proto-disc. Alternatively, a dwarf galaxy whose orbit was 
rought into the disc and circularized before being tidally disrupted 
ould have added its stars to the proto-Galactic disc. 

While dynamics alone might not help us to clearly identify planar 
tars that formed in situ , chemo-dynamical analyses can provide 
ore clues. The most chemically pristine stars in the Milky Way 

re expected to have been enriched by only one or a few Population
II (Pop III) superno vae or hyperno v ae e vents (e.g. Frebel, Kirby &
imon 2010 ; Heger et al. 2012 ; Ishigaki et al. 2018 ). Recently, the
luminum abundance in metal-poor stars has been proposed as a 
ay to disentangle stars that formed in situ from those accreted from

atellites (e.g. Das, Hawkins & Jofr ́e 2020 ; Belokurov & Kravtsov
022 ). Ho we ver this indicator is limited to stars with [Fe/H] > −2.
t lower metallicities, differences in the [Al/Fe] (and most other light 

lement ratios) are less distinct between different stellar populations 
e.g. Aoki et al. 2013 ; Yong et al. 2013 ; Sk ́ulad ́ottir et al. 2021 ; Yong
t al. 2021 ). Below [Fe/H] = −3, it has been suggested that neutron-
apture elements may differ between EMP stars in ultra-faint dwarf 
UFD) galaxies when compared with similar stars in the Galactic 
alo and classical dwarf galaxies (e.g. Jablonka et al. 2015 ; Ji et al.
019 ; Sitnova et al. 2021 ), particularly the [Sr/Ba] ratios. If EMP stars
ave been enriched by a very small number of supernovae, then the
ltimate goal would be to use this information to trace their origins
ack to their host. This is work in progress, as nucleosynthetic yields
nd our understanding of galaxy formation and early star formation 
mpro v e. 

Currently, only seven EMP stars with quasi-circular prograde 
lanar orbits have had their detailed chemical abundances anal- 
sed; SDSS J102915 + 172927 (Caffau et al. 2011 , 2012 ), 2MASS
1808202 −5104378 (Schlaufman et al. 2018 ; Mardini et al. 2022b ),
our stars from the Sk yMapper surv e y (when orbits from Cordoni
t al. 2021 are cross matching with abundances from Yong et al.
021 ), and Pristine 183.6849 + 04.8619 (P1836849, Venn et al. 
020 ). P1836849 was disco v ered as part of the spectroscopic follow-
p studies to the Pristine surv e y (Starkenburg et al. 2017b ), a narrow-
and imaging surv e y using Me gaCam at the Canada–France–Ha waii 
elescope. Using a specialized Ca II HK filter in combination with 
road-band photometry, the Pristine surv e y has demonstrated high 
fficiency in the detection of metal-poor stars (i.e. > 56 per cent
ccuracy at [Fe/H] ≤ −2.5, Youakim et al. 2017 ; Aguado et al. 2019 ;
artin et al. 2023 ). P1836849 was noted as an EMP with a quasi-

ircular prograde orbit (Venn et al. 2020 ), which, as discussed abo v e,
s uncommon amongst EMP stars. 

In this paper, we present a new orbital and chemical analysis of
1836849. New spectra were taken during the System Verification 
bservations of the new Gemini High-resolution Optical SpecTro- 
raph (GHOST; Pazder et al. 2020 ) at Gemini South as described
n Section 2 . GHOST is the ideal instrument as it has very high
fficiency and wide spectral coverage (3700–11 000 Å), making 
t possible to estimate precise abundances for a large number of
lements. The potential of GHOST spectroscopy has been made 
lear by the analysis of two stars in the Reticulum II dwarf galaxy
Hayes et al. 2023 ) and one metal-poor star in the Milky Way that
as either accreted from a low-mass satellite or formed in one of the

ow-mass building blocks of the proto-Galaxy (Sestito et al. 2023a ).
he determination of new orbital and stellar parameters is described 

n Section 3 . Our spectral line analyses and chemical abundance 
eterminations from model atmospheres are described in Sections 4 
nd 5 . A comparison to other prograde EMP stars in the disc, EMP
tars in the MW halo and nearby low-mass galaxies, and theoretical
ucleosynthetic yields are presented in Section 6 , as the basis for our
iscussion on the origins of this star. Overall, we note that the higher
fficiency and larger wavelength coverage of GHOST makes this 
n excellent instrument for the determination of precision chemical 
bundances and radial velocities for stars in the Local Group (i.e. G
 19, dependent on the signal-to-noise requirements). 

 DATA  

.1 Target selection 

uring early testing and calibration of the Pristine surv e y, spec-
roscopic observations of bright ( V < 15) metal-poor candidates 
ere observed with the Canada–France–Hawaii Telescope’s (CFHT) 
chelle SpectroPolarimetric Device for the Observation of Stars 

ESPaDoNS) high-resolution spectrograph (Donati et al. 2006 ). Out 
f 115 metal-poor candidates analysed by Venn et al. ( 2020 ), one
arget, Pristine 183.6849 + 04.861 (P1836849), was found to have 
n unusual chemical and kinematic behaviour. Orbital analysis using 
aia DR2 (Gaia Collaboration 2016 , 2018 ) showed that P1836849
as a quasi-circular orbit (eccentricity ε ∼ 0.3) with a relatively small 
aximum height from the MW plane ( Z max = 1.2 kpc). The object

s close to the Sun (distance ∼1.05 kpc) and to its apocentre ( R apo =
.4 kpc; see Table 3 ). Despite its low metallicity ([Fe/H] = −3.25;
ee Section 4 ), this star was unlikely to be an MW halo interloper
ecause of its low Mg and low Na abundances ([Mg/Fe] = 0.13,
Na/Fe] = −0.18; although these were non-local thermodynamic 
quilibrium (NLTE) corrected abundances, and consistent with the 
LTE corrected abundances of other EMP MW halo stars examined 
y Venn et al. 2020 ). At the time, it was proposed as an accreted
bject early in the Galaxy’s lifetime. Here, we update the analysis of
1836849, starting with its basic information from Gaia DR3 (Gaia 
ollaboration 2023 ) provided in Table 1 . 

.2 GHOST obser v ations 

1836849 was observed on 2023 May 10, 1 during the System 

erification run of the new GHOST spectrograph (Ireland et al. 
012 ; McConnachie et al. 2022 ). The instrument setup chosen was
he standard resolution mode (SR: R ∼ 50 000) and target mode
FU1:Target’IFU2:Sk y. Each Inte gral Field Unit (IFU) in this SR
ode includes seven hexagonal fibres in a compact arrangement 

rojected to 1.2 arcsec on-sky. These fibres are then aligned to form
 pseudo-slit which enters the spectrograph, delivering light to two 
ameras (red and blue). This design means no light losses at the
lit edges, thereby delivering all the light within 1.2 arcsec to the
pectrograph. The nominal wavelength coverage of the two cameras 
s 360 −542 nm (blue) and 517 −1000 nm (red), ho we ver some light
s transmitted beyond these boundaries but with rapidly decreasing 
uantum efficiencies. As seen in Table 2 , multiple exposures were
MNRAS 527, 7810–7824 (2024) 
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Table 1. The long and short names of the EMP quasi-circular planar stars, and their Gaia DR3 source IDs and photometric indices (G and BP −RP). Reddening 
( A V ) for the first three stars is from Schlafly & Finkbeiner ( 2011 ) and used to calculate our heliocentric distances (see text). ∗Reddening and distances for the 
last four stars are taken from Cordoni et al. ( 2021 ). 

Target Short name Source ID G BP −RP A V D 

(mag) (mag) (mag) (kpc) 

Pristine 183.6849 + 04.8619 P1836849 3894267325687326592 14.82 0.62 0.05 1 .20 ± 0.12 
SDSS J102915 + 172927 SDSS J102915 3890626773968983296 16.53 0.79 0.07 1 .49 ± 0.32 
2MASS J18082002 −5104378 2MASS J18082002 6702907209758894848 11.75 0.91 0.31 0 .59 ± 0.01 
SMSS J133308.90 −465407.9 SMSS J133308 6083921475163462528 12.22 1.28 0.10 3 .83 ± 0.96 ∗
SMSS J190556.70 −454724.2 SMSS J190556 6710975288644549760 12.90 1.22 0.07 6 .19 ± 1.54 ∗
SMSS J190836.24 −401623.5 SMSS J190836 6717349947823371776 13.10 1.27 0.10 5 .62 ± 0.66 ∗
SMSS J232121.57 −160505.4 SMSS J232121 2406023396270909440 12.53 0.95 0.02 1 .10 ± 0.20 ∗

Table 2. GHOST science and calibration exposures for P1836849 (Program 

ID: GS-2023A-SV-101). These observations were taken in the standard 
resolution, single object mode, with 2x2 binning. 

Filetype Arm t exp N exp SNR @ λ

(s) ( Å) 

Science 
GS-2023A-SV-101-19-001 Blue 1800 x2 60 @4130 

Red 1200 x3 90 @6500 
Calibrations 
GS-CAL20230511-15-001 arc 720 – –
GS-CAL20230511-14-001 flat 30 – –
GS-CAL20230511-20-001 2x2 bias – – –
GS-CAL20230510-1-001 1x1 bias – – –
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2 CFHT data archives, including the spectrum of P1836849, at 
www.cadc- ccda.hia- iha.nrc- cnrc.gc.ca/ en/ cfht/ 
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aken with 2x2 binning (i.e. CCD binning in the spatial and spectral
irections, and in both the red and blue channels). These exposures
ere taken at a mean air mass AM = 1.49, and the Moon was
75 per cent illuminated. 
The spectra were processed using the GHOST Data Reduction

ipeline v1.0 ( GHOST DR – originally described by Ireland et al.
018 and Hayes et al. 2022 ), which was modified by the DRAGONS
Data Reduction for Astronomy from Gemini Observatory North
nd South; Labrie et al. 2022 ) team during the commissioning of
HOST. DRAGONS is a Python-based, open-source platform for

he reduction and processing of astronomical data at Gemini. With
he calibration files also listed in Table 2 , this pipeline completed
ll the steps for the reduction of spectroscopic data from 2D
CD images (i.e. bias/flat corrections, wavelength calibration, sky

ubtraction, barycentric correction, extraction of individual orders,
nd variance-weighted stitching of the spectral orders), including the
ore complicated file management inherent to GHOST observations.
he GHOST DR delivered 1D spectra for each of the blue (3) and

ed (5) e xposures. F or each re gion, we combined the e xposures using
he median flux, then normalized using asymmetric k-sigma clipping
o v er 10 Å re gions). Unfortunately, one of the blue and two of the
ed exposures appeared to have no flux, reducing the number of blue
xposures to 2 (from 3) and red exposures to 3 (from 5). In a final
tep, the combined blue and red spectra were further combined with
 weighted average in the (small, 517 −542 nm) o v erlapping re gion,
nd taking into account the variance of each spectrum. 

The final spectrum was corrected for radial velocity offsets,
etermined using IRAF/FXCOR (Tody 1986 , 1993 ) and a template
pectrum of the EMP standard star HD122563 (from GHOST;
ee Hayes et al. 2023 ). For this step, the spectral region for RV
tting was reduced to 3900–6600 Å to a v oid increasing noise at

he shortest wavelengths and variations in the telluric features at
NRAS 527, 7810–7824 (2024) 
onger wavelengths. The heliocentric corrected radial velocity for
1836849 from GHOST is RV = 38 . 9 ± 0 . 1 km s −1 , which is in
ood agreement (2 σ ) with RV = 40 . 0 ± 0 . 5 km s −1 from the CFHT
pectrum. 

Compared to the CFHT spectrum, the GHOST spectrum has equal
r much higher signal-to-noise (SNR) at all wavelengths; see Fig.
 (top panel). The CFHT spectrum 

2 is comprised of 2x 2400 s
xposures designed for SNR ∼30 near the Mg I b 5170 Å, whereas
he GHOST spectrum includes only 2x 1800 s exposures in the same
pectral region for SNR ∼90. The bottom panels in Fig. 1 compare
he GHOST spectrum of our main sequence star P1836849 to the
HOST spectrum of the EMP standard red giant star HD122563

[Fe/H] = −2.8, T eff = 4642 K, logg = 1.26; Hayes et al. 2023 )
n three regions. It seems that P1836849 is more metal-poor than
D122563, ho we ver its atmosphere is also warmer and denser which
eakens and broadens the spectral lines independent of metallicity. In

he bottom right panel of Fig. 1 , we also include the CFHT spectrum
or P1836849 (blue) to emphasize that the Na I D lines are not present,
ut provide valuable upper limits (see Section 5 ). The apparent noise
n the GHOST spectrum in this region is due to imperfect telluric
ine removal (partially due to weather conditions and partially due to
he air mass for this ∼equatorial target). 

For our GHOST spectrum of P1836849, the SNR values range
rom (25: 60: 90) near (3800: 4100: 6500 Å). Most importantly, the
HOST spectrum extends very blueward (to 3700 Å), which allows
s to reach important spectral features such as Al I 3961 Å, Eu II 4129
, Sr II 4077 and 4215 Å, Ba II 4554 Å, and CH 4300 Å. Even if

hese spectral lines are not detected, they can provide valuable upper
imits useful for chemo-dynamical analyses of EMP stars. 

 O R B I TA L  A N D  STELLAR  PA R A M E T E R S  

istance and stellar parameters have been updated from those
eported in Venn et al. ( 2020 ) using Gaia DR3 (Gaia Collaboration
t al. 2023 ) and impro v ements in our methodology described here. 

.1 Astrometric distance 

he astrometric distances of P1836849, SDSS J102915, and 2MASS
18082002 are derived using their exquisite Gaia DR3 parallaxes in a
ayesian framework. The posterior probability distribution function

s obtained multiplying a Gaussian likelihood on the parallax, shifted
y the zero-point offset (Lindegren et al. 2021 ), and a Galactic halo
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Figure 1. Top panel: Spectrum of P1836849 from Gemini-GHOST (black, [Fe/H] = −3.3) is compared to the CFHT-ESPaDoNS observation (blue), over a 
wide spectral region from 3500–9000 Å. Lower panel: Three spectral windows show Ti II , Fe I , and Al I lines from 3910–3965 Å, the Mg I and Fe I lines from 

5150–5200 Å, and the absence of the Na D lines in P1836849 from 5885–5900 Å. A GHOST spectrum for HD 122563 (grey, note [Fe/H] = −2.8) is shown for 
comparison in the lower panels. We also show the CFHT spectrum for P1836849 near the Na D lines only to emphasize the weakness of these features. Spectral 
lines used in our chemical analysis are as marked in orange. 
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tellar density distribution prior (for further details, see Sestito et al. 
019 ). 
The new heliocentric distance for P1836849 is within 1.08 σ of the 

istance determined using Gaia DR2 data (Venn et al. 2020 ), ho we ver 
he older distance used a more complex Bayesian method that 
ombined astrometric and photometric data with an extremely metal- 
oor set of Modules for Experiments in Stellar Astrophysics (MESA) 
sochrones and Stellar Tracks (MIST; Choi et al. 2016 ; Dotter 
016 ), a prior on the Galactic stellar density distribution, and a prior
n the age of the metal-poor stars to give a probability distribution
unction on the distance, as fully described in Sestito et al. 2019 . By
xcluding the use of isochrones with the high precision Gaia DR3
arallax, then we can a v oid systematics in the poorly constrained
etal-poor isochrones (e.g. Heiter et al. 2015 ; Karo vico va et al.

020 ). 
The Gaia DR3 parallax and the new derived heliocentric distances 

re reported in Table 1 . 

.2 Orbital parameters 

he 6D kinematic data for P1836849 has been updated from Gaia 
R2 to Gaia DR3 values, including the new astrometric distance, and 

he new RV determined from the GHOST spectrum (see Table 3 ).
rbital parameters are derived using GALPY (Bovy 2015 ), where 

he same Galactic gravitational potential as in Sestito et al. ( 2019 )
nd Venn et al. ( 2020 ) has been adopted. This briefly consists in
he MWPOTENTIAL2014 with an increased dark matter halo mass of 
 . 2 × 10 12 M � (Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard 2016 ). Uncertainties on
he orbital parameters are derived from a Monte Carlo simulation 
n the input parameters (distance, RV, proper motion, coordinates), 
rawing them from Gaussian distributions for 1000 times. Then, 
he median and the standard deviation are used to represent the

easurement of a parameter and its uncertainty. Present and previous 
rbital parameters are listed in Table 3 . The apocentric distance and
he maximum height from the plane are in agreement within less than
 σ from the previous measurements. The new pericentric distance 
s smaller than previously inferred, resulting in a slightly higher 
ccentricity. In both cases, the star has a prograde motion. 

As a comparison, the orbital parameters of SDSS J102915 and 
f 2MASS J18082002 are also re-derived using Gaia DR3 and 
he methods described abo v e; summarized in Table 3 . These two
tars were found in a very similar kinematical configuration as of
ur target (Schlaufman et al. 2018 ; Sestito et al. 2019 ; Mardini
t al. 2022b ). The updated apocentric and pericentric distances 
f SDSS J102915 are now smaller than previously inferred with 
aia DR2 (Sestito et al. 2019 ), and these updates have only

mall effects on the orbit eccentricity and its maximum height 
rom the plane. The updates for 2MASS J18082002 result in 
 smaller pericentre and larger eccentricity (Schlaufman et al. 
018 ; Sestito et al. 2019 ), also seen by Mardini et al. ( 2022b ),
nd its orbit has a remarkably small maximum height from the
lane ( ∼ 0 . 13 kpc ). The new Galactic orbits for the three stars are
hown in Fig. 2 , integrating forwards and backwards by 0.5 Gyr
ach. 

Finally, we add the four SkyMapper stars to Fig. 2 , using their Gaia
R3 positions and proper motions in our potential, with distances and

adial velocities from Cordoni et al. ( 2021 ). For clarity, all four orbits
re marked with grey solid lines, but their orbits are also integrated
ackwards and forwards by 0.1–0.2 Gyr each (for clarity). Only one
f the SkyMapper stars is near the main-sequence (SMSS J232121, 
MNRAS 527, 7810–7824 (2024) 
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Table 3. Stellar and orbital parameters. Stellar parameter uncertainties from this paper are discussed in Section 3.3 . The references are (a) This work, (b) Venn 
et al. ( 2020 ), (c) Caffau et al. ( 2012 ), (d) Sestito et al. ( 2019 ), (e) Mardini et al. ( 2022b ), (f) Schlaufman et al. ( 2018 ), (g) Cordoni et al. ( 2021 ), and Yong et al. 
( 2021 ). 

Star T eff log(g) [Fe/H] RV R apo R peri Z max ecc Ref 
(K) ( km s −1 ) (kpc) (kpc) (kpc) 

P1836849 6478 ± 247 4.41 ± 0.11 −3.25 ± 0.11 38.5 ± 0.1 8.39 ± 0.04 3.75 ± 0.23 1.28 ± 0.10 0.38 ± 0.03 a 
6491 ± 42 4.44 ± 0.03 −3.16 ± 0.07 40.0 ± 0.5 8.5 ± 0.1 4.5 ± 0.1 1.2 ± 0.1 0.30 ± 0.01 b 

SDSS 5784 ± 189 4.76 ± 0.23 – – 8.76 ± 0.21 7.32 ± 0.11 2.36 ± 0.60 0.09 ± 0.02 a 
J102915 5800 ± 75 3.9 ± 0.3 −4.89 ± 0.06 −34.5 ± 0.1 – – – – c 

5764 ± 57 4.7 ± 0.1 – – 10.93 ± 0.23 8.62 ± 0.05 2.37 ± 0.23 0.12 ± 0.01 d 
2MASS 5630 ± 143 3.46 ± 0.06 – – 7.52 ± 0.01 4.80 ± 0.04 0.13 ± 0.01 0.22 ± 0.01 a 
J18082002 5665 3.34 −3.85 16.7 ± 0.1 7.8 5.2 0.6 0.22 ± 0.01 e 

6124 ± 44 3.5 ± 0.1 – – 7.60 ± 0.05 6.33 ± 0.11 0.165 ± 0.006 0.09 ± 0.01 d 
5400 ± 100 3.0 ± 0.2 −4.07 ± 0.07 16.5 ± 0.1 7.66 ± 0.02 5.56 ± 0.07 0.126 ± 0.004 0.158 ± 0.005 f 

SMSS J133308 – – – – 6.40 ± 0.18 3.95 ± 0.36 1.69 ± 0.53 0.24 ± 0.03 a 
4900 ± 100 1.75 ± 0.3 −2.79 ± 0.3 −16.0 ± 0.8 6 . 57 + 0 . 24 

−0 . 08 5 . 03 + 0 . 53 
−0 . 17 1 . 58 + 0 . 59 

−0 . 48 0 . 13 + 0 . 01 
−0 . 03 g 

SMSS J190556 – – – – 3.44 ± 0.62 2.09 ± 0.55 2.31 ± 0.64 0.23 ± 0.06 a 
4850 ± 100 1.62 ± 0.3 −2.73 ± 0.3 −45 ± 2.3 4 . 61 + 0 . 89 

−0 . 38 2 . 95 + 0 . 89 
−1 . 27 2 . 77 + 0 . 62 

−0 . 72 0 . 22 + 0 . 21 
−0 . 03 g 

SMSS J190836 – – – – 3.67 ± 0.29 2.92 ± 0.34 2.06 ± 0.31 0.12 ± 0.03 a 
4825 ± 100 1.51 ± 0.3 −3.33 ± 0.3 −44.2 ± 1.1 5 . 93 + 0 . 20 

−0 . 07 3 . 05 + 0 . 51 
−0 . 58 2 . 91 + 0 . 63 

−0 . 45 0 . 29 + 0 . 11 
−0 . 07 g 

SMSS J232121 – – – – 9.49 ± 0.43 4.99 ± 0.31 1.38 ± 0.05 0.31 ± 0.05 a 
5450 ± 100 3.23 ± 0.3 −3.03 ± 0.3 −39.1 ± 1.0 10 . 38 + 0 . 55 

−0 . 62 5 . 86 + 0 . 46 
−0 . 35 1 . 44 + 0 . 29 

−0 . 30 0 . 28 + 0 . 05 
−0 . 06 g 
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3 Available at https:// github.com/ vmplacco/ linemake 
4 https://marcs.astro.uu.se 
5 [ X / Y ] = log n ( X )/ n ( Y ) ∗ − log n ( X )/ n ( Y ) �, where n ( X ) and n ( Y ) are column 
densities (in cm 

−2 ). 
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 sub-giant), placing it in the solar neighbourhood at present, similar
o P1836849, SDSS J102915, and 2MASS J18082002. 

.3 Stellar parameters 

 first estimate of the ef fecti ve temperature ( T eff ) for P1836849 was
etermined using the colour-temperature relation for Gaia photom-
try from Mucciarelli, Bellazzini & Massari ( 2021 ). This calibration
as selected based on their inclusion of very metal-poor stars (from
onz ́alez Hern ́andez & Bonifacio 2009 ) and has been very successful
hen applied to the analyses of extremely metal-poor stars (e.g.
ielty et al. 2021 ; Waller et al. 2023 ; Sestito et al. 2023b ). A first

stimate of the surface gravity (log g ) is determined using the Stefan–
oltzmann equation (e.g. see Kraft & Ivans 2003 ; Venn et al. 2017 )
nd assuming the first estimate on T eff . These estimates were iterated
everal times for a convergence on the final T eff and log g (see Sestito
t al. 2023b for a full description). Uncertainties are derived with a
onte Carlo simulation, drawing all the input parameters (distance,
 , BP −RP, A V , [Fe/H] – as well as the correlated uncertainties of
 eff and logg) from a Gaussian distribution for 10 5 times. A flat
ass distribution between 0.5 and 0.8 M � is assumed in the surface

ravity uncertainty. A 10 per cent uncertainty in extinction is adopted
hroughout. 

Stellar parameters and uncertainties for P1836849 are reported
n Table 3 . These new stellar parameters are within the 1 σ errors
f the previous estimates by Venn et al. 2020 . Ho we ver, the
ncertainties on the ef fecti ve temperature are larger compared to
he previous estimates based on isochrones. This is a concomitance
f two effects. The first is that methodologies based on isochrones
an underestimate the intrinsic systematic errors in the theoretical
odels. The second is due to the photometric temperature calibration

tself, where Sestito et al. ( 2023b ) showed that the large uncertainty
nly occurs for the hotter stars in the upper main sequence and the
ub-giant branch. Microturbulence ( ξ = 1 . 3 km s −1 ) was adopted
rom the calibrations for metal-poor dwarfs by (Sitnova et al.
015 ). 
Ef fecti ve temperatures and surface gravities were also re-

etermined for SDSS J102915 and 2MASS J18082002. For SDSS
NRAS 527, 7810–7824 (2024) 
102915, the updated stellar parameters are in agreement with the in-
erence based method using Gaia DR2 (Sestito et al. 2019 ), confirm-
ng the star is a dwarf. For 2MASS J18082002, the temperature is now
n agreement with the values from Mardini et al. ( 2022b ) and Schlauf-
an et al. ( 2018 ), while the surface gravity confirms its sub-giant

ature. 

 SPECTRAL  LI NE  ANALYSES  

hemical abundances in P1836849 were determined from individual
pectral lines. Spectral lines were selected from the recent GRACES
Gemini Remote Access to CFHT ESPaDOnS Spectrograph) and
SPaDoNS analyses of metal-poor halo stars (Venn et al. 2020 ;
ielty et al. 2021 ; Lucchesi et al. 2022 ), and updated with a search of

he P1836849 GHOST spectrum for additional lines from spectrum
yntheses (described below). All atomic data and additional spectral
ines were taken from the recent version of linemake 3 atomic and
olecular line data base (Placco et al. 2021 ), see Tables A1 and
2 . We note that hyperfine structure (HFS) components were only

ignificant for our results for two spectral lines: Sc II 4246.822 Å and
n I 4030.746 Å. 
Chemical ab undances ha ve been determined from a classi-

al model atmospheres analysis using the stellar parameters
n Table 3 . Model atmospheres are from MARCS 4 (Gustafs-
on et al. 2008 ), and we restrict the analysis to relatively
nblended and weak spectral lines (i.e. equi v alent width EW
 130 m Å). Chemical abundances are compared to the Sun using

tandard notation, 5 and solar abundances from Asplund et al.
 2009 ). 

https://github.com/vmplacco/linemake
https://marcs.astro.uu.se
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Figure 2. Galactic orbital motion. Top panel: Galactic Y versus X. Bottom 

panel: Galactic Z versus X. The positions at the present time of P1836849, 
SDSS J102915, and 2MASS J18082002 are marked by the red, orange, 
and blue circles, respectively. Solid and dotted lines of similar colour 
denote the orbits integrated backwards and forwards. The orbits for the four 
SkyMapper stars are shown in grey (solid lines only, though their orbits are 
also integrated backwards and forwards). Their current positions are noted 
as grey symbols. Black circle and black star mark the position of the Galactic 
centre and of the Sun. 
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.1 Spectrum syntheses 

he 1D LTE radiative transfer code MOOG 

6 (Sneden 1973 ; Sobeck 
t al. 2011 ) was used to synthesize the stellar spectra using the
tellar parameters as described abo v e. This method was carried 
ut in three steps: (1) a model atmosphere was generated with 
he initial parameters: T eff , log g , and ξ as described in Section 3 ,
nd an initial metallicity of [Fe/H] = −3.2. The iron lines were
ynthesized for a preliminary metallicity estimate, and the model 
tmosphere updated with the new metallicity. This process was 
epeated until the metallicity output matched the input (typically 
nly twice). (2) A new synthesis of all elements was generated 
hich included line abundances and upper limits for all of the 
 MOOG (2019 No v ember v ersion) is available at http://www.as.utexas.edu/ 
chris/moog.html 

a
e  

a  

a

lean spectral lines. (3) NLTE (below) and HFS corrections were 
pplied. Each synthetic spectrum was broadened in MOOG to match 
he observed spectrum; we found that a Gaussian smoothing kernel 
ith full width at half-maximum = 0.17 was a good match to the
HOST spectral resolution and internal thermal broadening for this 
ain sequence star. If the spectral features were well fit, then we

alculated an abundance for that line from the syntheses. If not, then
 3 σ maximum equi v alent width was used to calculate an upper limit
n the abundances (i.e. this was applied to Na, Sr, Ba, and Eu). This
ethod was also used to synthesize the CH molecular feature near

300 Å (see Section 5.1 for details). 

.2 Checking the stellar parameters 

t is possible to check the stellar parameters from spectroscopic 
eatures, in particular; a flat distribution of A (Fe I ) as a function of
i) excitation potential ( χ ) indicates an appropriate ef fecti ve temper-
ture, (ii) wavelength indicates appropriate sky subtraction and data 
eduction, (iii) line strength indicates an appropriate microturbulence 
alue ( ξ ), and (iv) an ionization balance between Fe I and Fe II is
ypically employed to determine the optimal surface gravity. 

Our analysis of P1836849 found a slope d[A(Fe I )/ χ ] < 0.1 dex
V 

−1 , which falls well within 1 σ of the [Fe I /H] measurements. A
imilar result was obtained even after applying NLTE corrections, 
hus confirming our adopted T eff . No statistically significant slope 
as found for A(Fe I ) versus wavelength or line strengths. The

atter confirms our microturbulence value, which was set from the 
mpirical relation for cool dwarfs from Sitnova et al. ( 2015 ) that
epends on surface gravity – ho we ver, our surface gravity value
tself is less certain, as [Fe I /H] = [Fe II /H] + 0.2 (LTE) or + 0.3
NLTE). Recent findings by Karo vico va et al. ( 2020 ) indicate that
(Fe I ) can deviate by as much as + 0.7 dex from A(Fe II ) in very
etal-poor red giants, but only approximately + 0.1 ± 0.1 dex for
MP dw arf stars, lik e P1836849. Thus, our offset of + 0.2 to + 0.3
ex based on only a few A(Fe II ) lines seems reasonable, and we
efrain from adjusting the surface gravity values any further. We 
onsider our stellar parameters to be appropriate. 

 C H E M I C A L  A BU N DA N C E S  ANALYSI S  

he wav elength co v erage of GHOST allows us to observ e spectral
ines of carbon, α-, odd-Z, Fe-peak, and neutron-capture process 
lements. In total, 61 spectral features are measured in this analysis
f P1836849, which is significantly more than the nine lines in
otal analysed by Venn et al. ( 2020 ). A search for additional clean,
nblended spectral lines did not produce any more suitable for an
bundance analysis. The chemical abundances and uncertainties are 
resented in Table 4 . 

.1 Carbon 

arbon was examined from spectrum synthesis of CH near 4300 Å
sing the updated molecular line list from Masseron et al. ( 2014 )
vailable in LINEMAKE . We also adopted 12 C/ 13 C = 40 based on
he recent finding for the EMP subgiant HD 140283 (Spite, Spite &
arbuy 2021 ). We found no evidence for a carbon enrichment, with
n upper-limit of [C/Fe] < + 0.8; see Fig. 3 (note that the wing of H γ

xtends to this region and has been remo v ed in both the observed
nd synthetic spectra for this plot). Examination of the N and O
bundances showed negligible effects. Changes in the isotopic ratio 
MNRAS 527, 7810–7824 (2024) 
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T able 4. Averaged L TE and NL TE chemical abundances, and final total 
uncertainty σ (which has been divided by the square root of the number of 
lines, N ). NLTE corrections are from the following References: (a) Lind, 
Bergemann & Asplund ( 2012 ), (b) Lind et al. ( 2011 ), (c) Bergemann et al. 
( 2017 ), (d) Bergemann et al. ( 2013 ), (e) Mashonkina et al. ( 2017 ), (f) 
Ber gemann ( 2011 ), (g) Ber gemann & Cescutti ( 2010 ), (h) Ber gemann et al. 
( 2019 ), (i) Nordlander & Lind ( 2017 ). ∗Fe species are [X/H] instead of [X/Fe]. 

Species [X/Fe] σ N [X/Fe] REF 
LTE NLTE 

Fe I ∗ −3.22 0.05 39 −3.08 a 
Fe II ∗ −3.42 0.11 3 −3.41 a 
CH < + 0.80 – – – –
Na I < −0.62 0.15 3 < −0.80 b 
Mg I 0.05 0.11 4 0.03 c 
Al I −0.60 0.15 1 −0.23 i 
Si I 0.25 0.15 1 0.22 d 
Ca I 0.05 0.12 1 0.20 e 
Sc II 0.24 0.15 1 – –
Ti II 0.58 0.12 7 0.51 f 
Cr I 0.07 0.12 2 0.50 g 
Mn I −0.08 0.15 1 0.41 h 
Ni I 0.30 0.15 1 – –
Sr II < −0.10 – 2 – –
Ba II < −0.50 – 1 – –
Eu II < + 3.40 – 1 – –
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7 https://nlte.mpia.de 
8 http://www.inspect-stars.com 

9 NLTE corrections were automized using a new python code for sampling the 
INSPECT or MPIA data bases; available at https:// github.com/ an yado vgal/ 
NLTE-correction . 
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 ( 12 C/ 13 C) ± 10 resulted in 
 [C/Fe] = ∓0.1. Due to the high
emperature and gravity of this star, our non-detection of carbon is
rimarily due to the feasibility of the line formation itself, and not
he SNR of the GHOST spectrum. 

.2 α-elements 

he α-elements with detectable spectral lines in P1836849 are Mg I
4), Si I (1), Ca I (1), and Ti II (7). The A(Mg I ) is an average of the
bundances from 2 lines of the Mg I Triplet ( λλ5172.68, 5183.60
, the third line is blended with iron and ignored) and 2 lines in

he blue spectrum (at 3829.35 and 3832.30 Å). The latter two lines
re amongst the strongest lines in our analyses, and Mg I 3832.30 Å
s in a noisy region of spectrum, yet both have EW � 130 m Å
nd are not e xtremely sensitiv e to the microturbulence ( ξ ) values,
hus we have kept them in our analysis. Only one line of Si I is
etected at 3905.52 Å. Similarly, only the resonance line of Ca I
t 4226.72 Å was detected, both sufficiently weak and in a clean
pectral region. We do not include an analysis for calcium of the
trong Ca II Triplet, as each line has EW � 150 m Å. Ti II was ob-
ervable from seven weak spectral lines ranging between 3913.4 and
571.9 Å. 

.3 Odd-Z elements 

he abundances of odd-Z elements have a strong dependence on the
etallicities of their progenitors, seen as a strong odd–even effect in

ow metallicity stars (e.g. Nomoto, Kobayashi & Tominaga 2013 ).
e were able to measure only two spectral lines of odd-Z elements;
l I 3961.52 Å and Sc II 4246.82 Å. The former is shown in Fig. 1 and

he latter spectral feature has hyperfine structure that is included in
ur spectrum synthesis analysis. We also examined the Na I Doublet
 λλ5889.95 and 5895.92 Å), but could not clearly detect the lines.
s shown in Fig. 1 , there is significant telluric contamination near

he Na D feature as this target (DEC = + 5 o ) was observed through
 high airmass at Gemini-South (strong atmospheric bands can also
NRAS 527, 7810–7824 (2024) 
e seen from 6900 to 8400 Å). A re-examination of the ESPaDOnS
pectrum taken at lower airmass at the CFHT (Northern hemisphere;
enn et al. 2020 ) also suggests that the Na D lines in P1836849
re in the noise, and absent when compared to our standard star
D 122563. We use the GHOST spectrum to determine an upper-

imit for sodium in P1836849; using both spectrum synthesis and a
aximum (3 σ ) equi v alent width EW = 13 m Å, we find [Na/Fe] NLTE 

 −0.8. 

.4 Fe-peak elements 

he Fe-peak elements observable in our GHOST spectrum include
e I (39), Fe II (3), Cr I (2), Mn I (1), and Ni I (1). This is a significant

ncrease compared to Venn et al. ( 2020 ) where only two lines each
f A(Fe I ) and A(Fe II ) were available – all four were re-analysed
n our GHOST spectrum. Our final iron abundance for P1836849
s [Fe/H] = −3.3 ± 0.1, which is the (unweighted) average of our
e I and Fe II results in Table 4 , in both LTE and NLTE. New Fe-
eak spectral lines include the two Cr I resonance lines detected at
4254.35 and λ4274.81 Å, and the Mn I resonance line at λ4030.74
; these features and our spectrum syntheses are shown in Fig. 3 . We
ote that the Mn I exhibits hyperfine structure taken into account in
ur spectrum synthesis. A weak Ni I line is also detected at 3858.29
. 

.5 Neutr on-captur e elements 

he high-quality blue spectral co v erage of the GHOST spectrograph
pens new possibilities for the detection and precision measurements
f neutron-capture elements in metal-poor star. Ho we ver, our target
1836849 does not include any of the heavy elements as it is too
arm and not r-process rich. We calculate upper-limits only on the

bundances of Sr, Ba, and Eu. While our non-detections for the Sr II
077.70, 4215.51 Å, and Ba II 4554.03 Å resonance lines provide
nterestingly low upper-limits ([Sr/Fe] < −0.1, [Ba/Fe] < −0.5), the
u II 4129 Å upper-limit does not provide a useful constraint ([Eu/Fe]
 + 3.4; hyperfine structure and isotopic components are included

n this spectrum synthesis). 

.6 Non-local thermodynamic equilibrium corrections 

he radiation field in the atmospheres of EMP stars contributes to
ignificant NLTE effects, which can be large for some species. NLTE
orrections have been applied whenever possible, using corrections
abulated in the Max-Planck-Institut f ̈ur Astronomie (MPIA) NLTE
ata base. 7 For Na I and Fe II , we use corrections available in the
NSPECT 

8 data base, and for Al I , we apply NLTE corrections from
ordlander & Lind ( 2017 ). References for the NLTE 

9 corrections
or individual elements are also in Table 4 . 1D LTE and NLTE
bundances are shown in Figs 4 and 5 . 

.7 Chemical abundance uncertainties 

n Table 4 , we report the chemical abundance ratios from our 1DLTE
nalysis as [X/Fe] LTE . The total error σ A(X) includes the effects

https://nlte.mpia.de
http://www.inspect-stars.com
https://github.com/anyadovgal/NLTE-correction
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Figure 3. Upper Panels: The Mn I and two Cr I lines used in this analysis are shown, including our best-fitting syntheses, and 
 [X/Fe] ± 0.3. Though the lines 
are weak ( � 30 m Å each), they are clear and well modelled. Lower Panel: The G band including our best upper-limit syntheses, with 12 C/ 13 C = 40 (EMP dwarf; 
e.g. Spite, Spite & Barbuy 2021 ) and [C/Fe] =+ 0.8. Two more syntheses show 
 [C/Fe] ± 0.3. One Ti II line used in this analysis (orange) and two Fe I lines not 
used (grey) are also indicated. The plot is zoomed in for clarity. 

Figure 4. P1836849 LTE (red) and NLTE (purple) chemical abundances 
compared to solar. Filled points are for neutral species, while open circles are 
for singly ionized species. Error bars are shown for LTE abundances only. 

Figure 5. P1836849 LTE (red) and NLTE (purple) chemical abundances 
versus atomic number compared to scaled-solar abundances ( 
 [Fe/H] = 

−3.3), including upper limits (downward triangles) for C, Na, Sr, & Ba. 
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10 APOGEE data were taken using the SDSS-2.5m telescope (Gunn et al. 
2006 ) and the LCO-2.5m Ir ́en ́ee du Pont telescope (Bowen & Vaughan 1973 ), 
and a description of the APOGEE instruments and data processing can be 
found in Wilson et al. ( 2019 ) and Nidever et al. ( 2015 ), respectively. The 
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ue to uncertainties in the stellar parameters ( δT eff , δlogg ), added in
uadrature with the measurement errors. Measurement errors due to 
ontinuum placement and SNR are computed per line, and combined 
er species such that δX = δλ/ 

√ 

N X . 

 DI SCUSSI ON  

he chemistry of P1836849 is compared directly to solar and scaled-
olar abundances (reduced by [Fe/H] = −3.3) in Figs 4 and 5 .
egardless of whether the LTE or NLTE abundance ratios are 
xamined, P1836849 is not similar to the Sun – particularly the 
ery low ratios of Na, Al, and Ba, as well as the high ratios of Ti,
i, and the NLTE-corrected values of Cr and Mn. It is clear that
1836849 formed in a region with a very different star formation
istory and chemical evolution than that of the Sun. 

.1 Comparison with MW disc stars 

he majority of known stars with planar kinematics have metallicities 
Fe/H] > −2. A detailed homogeneous surv e y of the chemical
lements in these stars (Bensby, Feltzing & Oey 2014 ; Battistini &
ensby 2015 , 2016 ) describes the chemical enrichment of the MW

hin and thick discs in terms of yields from Supernova Type II (SN II;
or stars with [Fe/H] < −0.4) and the later contributions from SN
a and asymptotic giant branch stars. In Fig. 6 , we show [Mg/Fe]
or these disc stars (black markers), as well as those available in the
loan Digital Sk y Surv e y Data Release 17 (Abdurro’uf et al. 2022 )
rom the Apache Point Observatory Galactic Evolution Experiment 
APOGEE, Majewski et al. 2017 ) 10 (grey markers). The APOGEE 
MNRAS 527, 7810–7824 (2024) 
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Figure 6. LTE [Mg/Fe] versus [Fe/H] for stars in the Galactic disc(s) from 

Bensby, Feltzing & Oey ( 2014 ), Battistini & Bensby ( 2015 , 2016 ), and 
selected from APOGEE DR17 (Abdurro’uf et al. 2022 , see text). The EMP 
stars with high-resolution spectroscopic abundances and prograde quasi- 
circular planar orbits from Fig. 2 and Table 3 are also shown. The NLTE 

abundances for P1836849 and SDSS J102915 are also shown. 
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Figure 7. A comparison of the LTE stellar abundances in P1836849 (red; this 
paper), SDSS J102915 (orange; Caffau et al. 2011 , 2012 ), 2MASS J18082002 
(blue; Schlaufman et al. 2018 ; Mardini et al. 2022a ), and the four SkyMapper 
stars (grey; Yong et al. 2021 ). Grey shading connects the highest and lowest 
values amongst the SkyMapper stars, for clarity. P1836849 appears to be 
chemically distinct from the comparison stars, and a wide range in abundances 
is seen for the whole sample. 
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tars were selected to have | Z | < 3 kpc, and space velocities
50 < V φ < 250 km s −1 , and | V R | and | V Z | < 30 km s −1 (Queiroz
t al. 2020 ; Gaia Collaboration 2021 , calculated using APOGEE
adial velocities, STARHORSE distances, and Gaia EDR3 proper
otions). Clearly, P1836849 does not resemble the stars that describe

he MW disc, nor belong to a population extrapolated to very low
etallicities of either the thin or thick disc stars. 

.2 Comparison with EMP planar stars 

e compare the chemistry and kinematics of P1836849 with the
ix other known EMP stars with prograde quasi-circular planar
rbits that currently have detailed chemical abundances from high
esolution spectroscopy: see Tables 1 and 3 . Their orbits are shown
n Fig. 2 , and, at first glance, look quite similar. Ho we ver, upon
loser examination, the eccentricities vary by a factor of ∼4, and two
f the SkyMapper stars have quite small apocentric distances. The
inimum eccentricity is that of SDSS J102915 ( ε ∼ 0.09) and the
aximum is that of P1836849 ( ε ∼ 0.38). 11 Furthermore, the orbit

f SDSS J102915 reaches a maximum height of ∼ 2 . 2 kpc , a factor
f two larger than P1836849, and much larger than the very flat orbit
f 2MASS J18082002. 
The LTE abundances of these stars are compared in Fig. 7 ; LTE

bundances are compared as NLTE corrections were not applied
n the other analyses. Unfortunately, the stellar parameters of these
even stars are not very similar; P1836849 is hotter than the compar-
son stars by > 800 K, two comparison stars are subgiants rather than
warfs, and three of the SkyMapper stars are red giants. Furthermore,
DSS J102915 and 2MASS J18082002 are more metal-poor than
NRAS 527, 7810–7824 (2024) 

argeting for the APOGEE surv e y is described in Zasowski et al. ( 2013 , 
017 ), Beaton et al. ( 2021 ), and Santana et al. ( 2021 ). The stellar parameters 
nd chemical abundances for the APOGEE data were measured as described 
n Garc ́ıa P ́erez et al. ( 2016 ) using the linelist described in Shetrone et al. 
 2015 ) and Smith et al. ( 2021 ). 
1 The orbital eccentricity for P1836849 was formerly ecc = 0.3 from Gaia 
R2. This eccentricity was adopted when selected stars from the SkyMapper 

urv e y from Cordoni et al. ( 2021 ), which was also based on Gaia DR2. 
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1836849 by � 1.0 dex; see Table 3 . These differences impact our
bility to directly compare their abundances as systematic errors are
ot well constrained. Nevertheless, some of the chemical abundances
re similar between P1836849 and SDSS J102915, e.g. α-elements
other than Ti). The same is not true when the stellar chemistries are
ompared with 2MASS J18082002 and the four SkyMapper stars,
hich has very different abundances for Na, Cr, Mn, and possibly
l, Sc, and Ti. 
Were these stars born in the same formation site? It seems un-

ikely, despite some chemical and/or dynamical similarities discussed
bo v e. Furthermore, if the y hav e been orbiting the MW since the early
alactic assembly, we can expect that they would have experienced
an y perturbations o v er cosmic time (e.g. Gaia-Sausage-Enceladus;
elokurov et al. 2018 ; Helmi et al. 2018 ), which could have heated
r altered their orbital configurations (e.g. Navarro et al. 2018 ; Di
atteo et al. 2019 ). Their orbits may also have been affected by

ecular and non-linear interactions between the rotating MW bar and
ts spiral arms (Minchev & F amae y 2010 ; Sestito et al. 2020 ). An
nvestigation into a common origin for EMP stars on prograde quasi-
ircular orbits in the Galactic plane will require larger statistical
amples than presented here. 

.3 Comparisons with other EMP stars in the MW halo, 
culptor, and UFD galaxies 

he chemical abundances of P1836849 are compared to a compila-
ion of stars of similar metallicity in the MW halo in Fig. 8 . This
ncludes chemical abundances of stars gathered from the literature
n the Stellar Abundances for Galactic Archaeology data base 12 

SAGA, light grey circles; Suda et al. 2008 ), and the high-resolution
pectroscopic data set taken with HDS at the Subaru Telescope and
nalysed homogeneously by Li et al. ( 2022 , dark grey circles). It is
lear that the chemistry of P1836849 does not resemble the majority
f EMP stars in the MW halo. For example; 
2 http://sagadatabase.jp 

http://sagadatabase.jp
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Figure 8. Chemical abundances of P1836849 compared with metal-poor stars in the MW (halo) from the homogeneous high-resolution spectroscopic study by 
Li et al. ( 2021 , dark grey markers) and other stars in the SAGA data base (Suda et al. 2008 , and references within) (light grey markers). Red and purple symbols 
represent our LTE and NLTE-corrected abundances for P1836849, respectively. 
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(i) The [Na/Fe] upper limits found for P1836840 are extremely 
ow compared to nearly all MW halo stars, in both LTE and NLTE. 

(ii) The α-elements (Mg, Si, Ca) are only consistent with the 
o west v alues found in the MW halo stars. 

(iii) The Cr and Mn abundances are higher than the majority of
he MW halo stars, and very high after NLTE corrections are applied.

These are unlikely due to systematic errors in the NLTE correc- 
ions, as many of the halo stars are nearby F and G dwarfs with small
o negligible NLTE corrections for most of their spectral lines. 
The chemistry of P1836849 can also be compared to EMP stars
n nearby dwarf galaxies. As an example, in Fig. 9 we compare our
esults to a sample of homogeneously analysed EMP stars in the
lassical (’textbook’) dwarf galaxy Sculptor (e.g. Hill et al. 2019 ;
k ́ulad ́ottir et al. 2023 ). The α-elements in Sculptor are slightly

ower than EMP stars in the MW halo, which is typical of dwarf
alaxies and has been discussed in terms of the slower star formation
istory of low-mass satellites (Venn et al. 2004 ; Tolstoy, Hill & Tosi
009 ; Venn et al. 2012 ; Jablonka et al. 2015 ; Hill et al. 2019 ). Thus,
he [ α/Fe] ratios in P1836849 are more similar to the EMP stars
MNRAS 527, 7810–7824 (2024) 
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Figure 9. A comparison of [Na/Fe], [Cr/Fe], and [Mn/Fe] of P1836849 to stars in the MW (symbols and sources same as in Fig. 8 ), to stars in the UFD galaxies as 
summarized in the SAGA data base (Suda et al. 2017 , salmon markers; see text), and to stars in the classical dwarf galaxy Sculptor from both the SAGA data base 
and Sk ́ulad ́ottir et al. ( 2023 ) (steelblue markers; see text). We note that the majority of the abundance ratios shown here have not been corrected for NLTE effects. 
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Figure 10. P1836849 LTE (red) and NLTE (purple) chemical abundances 
versus atomic number compared to our best StarFit model (see text), which 
includes a low-mass Pop III supernova (10 M �, S4 models) and a low- 
mass Pop III hypernova (17 M �, Ye models). NLTE abundances were 
used whenever possible, and LTE abundances are shown for the remaining 
elements, with 1 σ residuals from the model shown across the top. 
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n Sculptor (not sho wn); ho we ver, P1836849 still stands out in Na
nd the iron-peak elements, as shown in Fig. 9 . Note that we have
ncluded additional stars in Sculptor from the SAGA data base (Suda
t al. 2017 ), ho we ver most of those have [Fe/H] > −2.5. 

Our results for P1836849 are also compared to EMP stars in the
FD galaxies collected in the SAGA data base by Suda et al. ( 2017 ,

nd references therein). This includes EMP stars in BooI, BooII,
VnI, CVnII, Com, GruI, Her , Hor , LeoII, LeoIV, LeoT, PscII, RetII,
e g1, Se g2, TriII, TucII, TucIII, UMaII, & WilI. As seen in Fig. 9 ,
gain, the only elements that stand out in P1836849 are Na, Cr, and
n when compared to the EMP stars in the UFDs. 
Thus, in general; 

(i) The [Na/Fe] upper limits found for P1836840 are much lower
han the EMP stars in Sculptor and the majority of EMP stars in the
FDs. 
(ii) The LTE and NLTE Cr abundances are higher than for the

tars in Sculptor ( � 0.5 dex) and in UFDs ( � 0.2 dex). 
(iii) The Mn (and possibly Ni, not shown) abundances are higher

han the majority of the comparison stars in Sculptor and the UFDs.
 homogeneous analysis of Mn I with NLTE corrections may be
ecessary to further compare these stellar populations. 

Finally, we note that Sk ́ulad ́ottir et al. ( 2021 , 2023 ) suggest
hat one EMP star AS0039 in Sculptor has a chemical abundance
attern that resembles enrichment from theoretical yields of a zero-
etallicity hypernova progenitor (of mass, M = 20 M �), solidifying

his galaxy as a benchmark for understanding the first supernovae in
he Universe. In the next section, we compare P1836849 to theoretical
ields from Population III supernovae. 

.4 StarFit result 

o examine if the chemical abundance ratios in P1836849 could
e reproduced by the predicted nucleosynthetic yields from Popu-
ation III supernovae (SNe) and hypernovae (HNe), our LTE and
LTE abundances are compared to theoretical yields from Heger &
oosley ( 2010 ) and Heger et al. ( 2012 ) using the web version

f STARFIT 13 (v0.19.1). These models predict the nucleosynthetic
roducts of massive metal-free stars, without mass-loss or rotation,
nd with a range of explosion energies and mixing fractions. The
NRAS 527, 7810–7824 (2024) 

3 https:// starfit.org/ 

l  

F  

=  

m  
allback models (S4) used in this work have masses from 10 to
00 M �, explosion energies ranging from 0.3 x 10 51 to 10 52 erg,
nd a range of mixing prescriptions. STARFIT can be used to search
or a single SN or HN progenitor or a combination of SNe and
Ne, providing a χ2 for the best fit to the observed abundances. This

lgorithm has been applied successfully to EMP stars in the literature
e.g. Placco et al. 2016 ; Nordlander et al. 2017 ; Placco et al. 2020 ;
k ́ulad ́ottir et al. 2021 ) 
At first, the STARFIT solutions to the chemistry of P1836849

ppeared to be poorly constrained, due to insufficient chemical data,
specially for the neutron-capture elements. STARFIT either struggled
o converge, produced a range of models with satisfactory fits, or
ailed to converge to the same solution after repeated trials with the
ame input parameters. To impro v e the application of STARFIT , we
educed the search parameters to only 1–3 SNe and/or HNe from
he updated fallback models by Heger et al. ( 2012 ), and only fit the
ata from H to Ni using the GENETIC ALGORITHM and a 60 s time
imit. Our best fit to the NLTE abundances for P1836849 is shown in
ig. 10 , which includes a 10.2 M � SN model with explosion energy B
 1.8 x 10 51 erg and mixing parameter log( f mix ) = −1.4 from the S4
odels combined with a 17.1 M � HN model with higher explosion

https://starfit.org/
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nergy B = 10.0 x 10 51 erg and the same mixing parameter from the
e models. This fit provides a χ2 = 0.94, compared to either model

or other single models) independently, where χ2 > 2. We note that 
he high abundances of Cr and Mn in our results are produced by the
N event, i.e. from incomplete Si-burning layers. 
This result is consistent with the analyses by Sk ́ulad ́ottir et al.

 2021 , 2023 ) for EMP stars in Sculptor (see Section 6.3 ), and also
shigaki et al. ( 2014 , 2018 ) who found that the abundance patterns
f ∼200 EMP stars in the MW halo are best-fit by SN with mass
 40 M � and/or HN with mass = 25 M �. This result led them to

uggest that the masses of the first stars responsible for the early metal
nrichment in the Galaxy were not extremely high, either because 
igh-mass first stars were rare, they directly collapsed into a black 
ole without ejecting heavy elements, or superno va e xplosions from
igher-mass Population III stars may have inhibited their formation. 
tudies of EMP stars in other nearby galaxies, and old EMP stars in

he MW, can address these options, i.e. where kinematic information 
n target selection may help in the future. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

s part of the commissioning of the new GHOST, we have observed
n EMP star with a prograde quasi-circular orbit in the Galactic 
lane, Pristine 183.6849 + 04.8619 (P1836849), during the Science 
erification stage. The exquisite throughput of GHOST has enabled 
 detailed spectral analysis of features from 3700–11000 Å of many 
hemical elements (Mg, Al, Si, Ca, Sc, Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni), and
as provided valuable upper limits for others (Na, Sr, Ba). This star
s extremely metal-poor ([Fe/H] = −3.3 ± 0.1) compared to other 
tars with MW planar orbits, and shows unusually low [Na/Fe] and 
igh [Cr/Fe] and [Mn/Fe] compared with other EMP stars in the 
W halo, Sculptor, and UFD galaxies. A simple comparison of 

ur NLTE abundances to theoretical yields from supernova models 
uggests that only two low-mass Population III objects are needed 
o reproduce the abundance pattern: one 10 M � supernova and one 
7 M � hypernova (reduced χ2 < 1). Our analysis of P1836849 
ontributes to the growing evidence that the earliest stages of 
hemical enrichment in the Universe were dominated by low mass 
opulation III supernovae and hypernovae. 
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ATA  AVAILABILITY  

HOST Science Verification spectra are available at the Gemini
rchive web page https://ar chive.gemini.edu/searchfor m . All data

re incorporated into the article. 
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Table A1. Iron line list. The source and quality of the atomic data is provided 
as Q, where A = OBR91 (<10 per cent), B = NIST C (25 per cent), C = NIST 

D + (50 per cent) precision, where NIST = National Institute of Standards 
and Technology. NLTE corrections ( 
 ) are from the MPIA data base. 

λ Elem χ log(gf) Q A(X) 
 

( Å) (eV) LTE NLTE 

3758.233 26.0 0.957 −0.01 A 4.07 0.13 
3763.789 26.0 0.989 −0.22 A 4.22 0.14 
3787.880 26.0 1.010 −0.84 A 4.37 0.14 
3815.840 26.0 1.484 0.24 A 4.42 0.14 
3820.425 26.0 0.858 0.16 A 4.32 0.10 
3824.444 26.0 0.000 −1.34 A 4.72 0.14 
3825.881 26.0 0.914 −0.02 A 4.27 0.11 
3827.823 26.0 1.556 0.09 A 4.22 0.14 
3840.438 26.0 0.989 −0.50 A 4.22 0.14 
3841.048 26.0 1.607 −0.04 A 4.27 0.14 
3849.967 26.0 1.010 −0.86 A 4.27 0.12 
3856.372 26.0 0.052 −1.28 A 4.62 0.14 
3859.912 26.0 0.000 −0.70 A 4.77 0.12 
3878.018 26.0 0.957 −0.90 A 4.27 0.14 
3878.573 26.0 0.087 −1.38 A 4.47 0.14 
3895.656 26.0 0.110 −1.67 A 4.37 0.14 
3902.946 26.0 1.556 −0.44 A 4.22 0.14 
3920.258 26.0 0.121 −1.73 A 4.52 0.14 
3922.912 26.0 0.052 −1.63 A 4.42 0.15 
4005.242 26.0 1.556 −0.58 A 4.27 0.14 
4045.812 26.0 1.484 0.28 A 4.22 0.13 
4063.594 26.0 1.556 0.06 A 4.27 0.14 
4071.738 26.0 1.607 −0.01 A 4.27 0.14 
4132.058 26.0 1.607 −0.68 A 4.32 0.14 
4143.868 26.0 1.556 −0.51 A 4.17 0.14 
4202.029 26.0 1.484 −0.69 A 4.22 0.14 
4250.787 26.0 1.556 −0.71 A 4.27 0.14 
4260.474 26.0 2.397 −0.02 – 4.27 0.13 
4271.761 26.0 1.484 −0.17 A 4.22 0.14 
4282.403 26.0 2.174 −0.78 A 4.52 0.14 
4325.762 26.0 1.607 0.01 A 4.12 0.14 
4383.545 26.0 1.484 0.21 A 4.32 0.14 
4404.750 26.0 1.556 −0.15 A 4.22 0.15 
4415.123 26.0 1.607 −0.62 A 4.27 0.15 
4920.502 26.0 2.830 0.06 – 4.22 0.13 
5269.537 26.0 0.858 −1.33 A 4.27 0.16 
5328.039 26.0 0.914 −1.47 A 4.27 0.13 
5371.489 26.0 0.957 −1.64 A 4.32 0.16 
5405.775 26.0 0.989 −1.85 A 4.47 0.16 
4923.922 26.1 2.891 −1.21 B 4.12 0.01 
5018.435 26.1 2.891 −1.35 C 4.27 0.01 
5169.028 26.1 2.891 −0.87 B 3.87 0.02 
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Elem χ log(gf) Q A(X) 
 

 Å) (eV) LTE NLTE 

829.355 12.0 2.707 −0.23 – 4.50 0.11 
832.304 12.0 2.710 0.12 – 4.55 0.09 
172.684 12.0 2.710 −0.40 – 4.40 0.12 
183.604 12.0 2.715 −0.18 – 4.35 0.11 
961.520 13.0 0.014 −0.32 – 2.6 0.50 
905.523 14.0 1.907 −1.09 – 4.51 0.10 
226.728 20.0 0.000 0.24 – 3.14 0.28 
246.822 21.1 0.315 0.32 – 0.15 –
913.461 22.1 1.115 −0.36 D 2.40 0.07 
300.042 22.1 1.179 −0.46 D 2.25 0.06 
395.031 22.1 1.083 −0.54 D 2.25 0.06 
468.493 22.1 1.130 −0.63 D 2.15 0.01 
501.270 22.1 1.115 −0.77 D 2.30 0.09 
533.969 22.1 1.236 −0.77 – 2.40 0.09 
571.971 22.1 1.571 −0.31 D 2.30 0.06 
254.352 24.0 0.000 −0.09 E 2.44 0.56 
274.812 24.0 0.000 −0.22 E 2.49 0.56 
030.746 25.0 0.000 −0.50 – 2.18 0.62 
858.297 28.0 0.422 −0.96 D 3.27 –
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